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Russian authorities have demanded that YouTube block jailed Kremlin critic Alexei Navalny’s
popular channel that has published viral investigations into corruption and fueled anti-
government protests in recent years, his senior ally said Friday. 

The request comes less than a week after Russia’s internet regulator Roskomnadzor blocked
49 Navalny-linked websites and sought to ban his associates’ Twitter accounts. A Moscow
court last month declared Navalny’s activist and political network “extremist,” effectively
banning their activities ahead of high-stakes elections this fall.

“Navalny Live,” which has nearly 2.5 million subscribers, received an email from YouTube
late Monday notifying it of Roskomnadzor’s request to block the entire account, Navalny’s
associate Lyubov Sobol said.

Sobol, a lawyer, producer and content creator at “Navalny Live” who ended her campaign to
run for parliament after the “extremist” designation, said Roskomnadzor also asked YouTube

https://youtu.be/G96BxbR9HUc


to block her personal channel, which has 60,000 subscribers.

The state regulator earlier this week demanded that YouTube block four other Navalny allies’
channels.

Related article: Russia Says Navalny Social Media Accounts Should Be Blocked

Roskomnadzor has advocated for all Navalny-linked social media accounts to be blocked
because they contain "calls to carry out extremist activity and mass unrest.”

Sobol said she plans to dispute Roskomnadzor’s request both with YouTube’s administrators
and in Russian courts.

She claims that the watchdog’s request to block the channels is illegal because the Russian
court order has not yet entered into force and because only specific content is subject to
removal. 

YouTube and tech giants like Twitter and Facebook are also facing a series of multi-million-
dollar fines on charges of failing to remove content deemed illegal in Russia, as well as for not
localizing user data.  

Rights groups see the Navalny “extremist” ruling — along with the blacklisting of
independent news sites and foreign groups as “undesirable” and “foreign agents” — as part
of the Kremlin’s efforts to stifle dissent ahead of parliamentary elections this September.
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